PRESS RELEASE

Analog Way Announces SDVoE™ Support And
New Features For LivePremier™ Presentation
Systems

Analog Way announces the immediate availability of new SDVoE™ compatible input and output cards
for Aquilon and an array of new features and improvements with the 2.3 software release, including high
frame rates up to 144fps, support of the HTTPS protocol for secure connections and joystick support for
the RC400T event controller.
The LivePremier™ video processors ecosystem
expands with the introduction of new field swappable
input and output boards both compatible with the
SDVoE™ technology. Each of these cards is
equipped with four 10GbE RJ45 copper connectors
capable of transmitting or receiving four independent
video streams over IP with formats up to 4K60. The
cards support up to 8 embedded audio channels per
input and output and feature advanced HDCP 1.4
and 2.2 handshake. They are also interoperable with
any SDVoE™ extender and control system, allowing
LivePremier™ video processors to easily integrate
into an SDVoE™ environment and workflow.

The new 2.3 release brings support for high frame
rates (HFR) allowing full video processing workflows
up to 144fps. Also in the new version is support of
the HTTPS protocol in the Web RCS user interface,
providing secured connections to the LivePremier™
systems and allowing SSL/TLS certificates and keys
to be uploaded and applied to the system.
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Additionally, the LivePremier™ systems can now be
operated by the RC400T three-axis joystick for easy
and fast layer positioning, sizing and cropping. The
RC400T is Analog Way’s powerful event controller
designed to greatly increase the level of operational
efficiency and give instant access to crucial
functionalities such as screens, layers, sources and
memories.

The LivePremier™ modular and scalable 4K/8K multi-screen presentation systems and videowall processors
deliver uncompromising presentation experiences to high-end staging and premium system integration. The
range includes five high-performance, pre-configured products (Aquilon RS alpha, RS1, RS2, RS3 and RS4)
and two fully customizable models (Aquilon C and C+) that can be tailored to match the requirements of any
project or event.
To discover all the benefits of version 2.3 and download it, visit the LivePremier™ Presentation Systems page.
* SDVoE™ is a trademark of the SDVoE Alliance

About Analog Way
Analog Way is a world-leading designer and manufacturer of innovative equipment dedicated to the professional
audiovisual industry. The company’s portfolio includes a wide range of award-winning multi-screen presentation
systems, media servers, event controllers and multi-format converters, designed to deliver uncompromising video
presentation experiences to high-end staging and premium system integration. For 30 years, Analog Way has provided
advanced processing technologies, which accommodate a large range of applications, from massive video wall
installations to large corporate events worldwide. www.analogway.com
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